
Quality Department Monitoring and Evaluation report on the 2018-2020 Strategic Plan

Report 4, September 2018

This is the fourth bi-monthly monitoring and evaluation report for WALK’s Strategic Plan 2018 - 2020.
The purpose of these reports is to provide a summary of progress made towards achieving the objectives (and therefore impact) of the Strategic 
Plan. Numerical codes in the report (for example, 3.2.1) refer to the objectives in the Operational Plan. These are linked to the specific aims in 
each of the three Strategic Plan themes - Sustainability, Residential Reform and Communication. Activities within departmental and team plans 
are in turn linked to the Operational Plan objectives.

This report shows the progress made by the end of August 2018, identified in the “current” figures, and how these compare to the figures from 
report three in July 2018 (see page 4).
Progress towards achieving objectives is measured on a four point scale - not started, just started, progressing well and fully met.

Summary
The Strategic Plan, which contains a total of 42 objectives across the three themes, was developed during the second half of 2017. The current 
figures show progress made towards these objectives at the end of August 2018. 24% of objectives are now fully met, an increase of 3%. Objectives 
in the progressing well category stayed the same at14%. Just started decreased from 40% to 38% and not started dropped from 25% to 24%.

Next steps
Further steps that will move more objectives towards being fully complete largely remain the same from the last report:

Sustainability
Begin work with Softworks to develop an HR system ready for testing during December with roll-out in January 2019. Meeting scheduled with 
Softworks for 7th September.

Residential Reform
Produce report on and analyse results of family and service user interviews relating to satisfaction with WALK’s residential services.

Communication
Implement use of the decision making framework that had been introduced at the capacity building training last year within WALK.

Conclusion
Only a small amount of progress in the objectives of the strategic plan has been made over the last two months with a total shift of 3%
This is likely explained by the fact that the reporting period was during holiday season with many people being on annual leave during that time.
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There are a total of 42 objectives in the Operational Plan. The arrow below shows the percentages of objectives that are fully met, just started, progressing well or not started.
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2.2.7

2.3.3

The following objective has been fully met since the last report
 2.2.6 Ensure all service users who wish to change their residential model of service are 

supported to apply for local authority housing list inclusion.
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Last report and current report comparison
The figures on the current arrow show the percentage changes compared to the last report in March 2018.
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Last report
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What's been happening Report 4, September 2018

Celebration Day Pictures - staff across WALK got together on 31st August to share and celebrate their work and outcomes achieved for people they 
support over the last year.


